Work Progresses Slowly On Mather Construction Project

by Arne C. Winstunth

Mather is almost completed. Both Thomas Smith, the Vice President of Trinity College, and President Fredric Gunderson have publicly expressed their desire to see the student housing project finished in time for the students to move in. However, a construction slowdown has made the college's wishes impossible to fulfill. The building project is currently behind schedule, as indicated by an article in the Daily Campus that read: "Mather is not expected to be completed until the spring of 1984." This delay has caused some students to wonder if they will ever have a place to call their own in Mather.

Eating Disorders To Be Spotlighted In Cabaret

by Chris Lindquist

Next time you're coolly topping off that last six-pack, an empty pizza carton lying at your feet, take a minute to think about your eating habits in the perspective of some recent findings: 44.8% of the regular college students are on a diet, 33.5% of the sorority women are on a diet, and 23.5% of the dance majors answered "yes," "very often," or "always" to "being preoccupied with a desire to be thinner." Out of 944 sorority members, 16% showed serious eating problems that indicated the symptoms of anorexia nervosa, as compared to 9% on the regular coeds (244) and 21% of the 38 upper-level dance majors. Further, it is estimated that up to 12% of college-age women have serious difficulties with their eating habits. A good portion of these women either don't realize what their "bad habit" amounts to, or they are afraid to admit it. This is where FoodFright steps in.

FoodFright, a cabaret dramatizing women's obsession with food, weight, and body image, is being sponsored by the Trinity College Women's Center on October 13 and 14. The proceeds from the event will be donated to the Women's Center. This musical revue is designed to help women understand their feelings about food and their body image.

FEATURE FOCUS
Faculty Advising For Internships Can Vary Widely In Intensity And Form

by David Sagers Features Editor

As was mentioned in a previous article on internships, a student selects an academic advisor from the Trinity faculty for an internship. However, the advisor's role differs from internship to internship, according to David Winer, Dean of Students. Professor Gunderson, the Director of the Davis Endowment, concedes that the advisor's role is also constantly changing. According to Gunderson, the advisor is chosen to see the student through an unfamiliar experience. The paperwork, which involves an internship contract, has many requirements, which Gunderson makes sure the student fulfills. Then, he helps construct a book list by trying to determine whose area the internship is in and what the course would be like if it were offered by Trinity College. Finally, a 15 to 20 page paper is usually written by the student. Considering the amount of research, reading, and work at the internship that is involved, Gunderson feels that student interns are much more work than a regular college course. In fact, he notes, many students have to spend less time working on their internships. Dean Winer agrees that a college course requires less work than an internship; however, his idea of internship advising differs somewhat from that of Professor Gunderson's. His involvement with the student differs, depending on how well the student is adjusting to his work. Winer also notes that helping the student with paperwork is a minor role. Winer's idea of the academic side of an internship is loosely structured and the student's role is more important than the advisor's.

President Proposes Plan Implementation

Editor's note: This is the final article in a series on the President's Report to the College on Trinity in the 1980's.

The Urban Setting

"It is widely acknowledged that its urban setting is one of Trinity's distinguishing features. "

The college will continue to give wholehearted support to SINA (Hartford Hospital, the Institute of Living, and ourselves).

"We will continue our policy of an "open" campus freely accessible to our neighbors."

The college has a special interest in Vernon Street west of Broad. It should closely monitor real estate activity and invest in property if and when appropriate.

"Our own Security Office will be relocated to the new Mather."

"2. Trinity should continue to integrate itself more fully with the cultural and intellectual life of the city."

Soviet expert Sattizhany speaks on Korean jet-fighter incident. See story on page 5.
Calendar

**T 10/4**

Trinity's Studio Performance Series: Presents a variety of approaching Modern Dance. Monday Oct. 3rd to Saturday Oct. 8th. 7:30 and 9:00 pm.

**W 10/5**


**F 10/6**


**S 10/7**

Theater Performance: "Food Fight," sponsored by the Trinity College Women's Center at 8:00 pm in the Austin Arts Center. For admission only, and get back in time for a scheduled for 9 pm in the Garmany Hall.

**M 10/8**

Cinestudio: "Seven Samurai," 7:30 pm.

**T 10/9**

Cinestudio: "Seven Samurai," 7:30 pm.

**W 10/10**

Lecture: "The Politics of Contact," with Betty Anne Cox, Internship Coordinator at 3:00 pm.

**F 10/11**

Lecture: "The Politics of Contact," with Betty Anne Cox, Internship Coordinator at 3:00 pm.

**S 10/12**

The sophomore, junior, and senior classes will each have their own receptions, to be held at 2:30 pm on Saturday, October 8th. The parties will last until 6:15 pm, giving students and their parents plenty of time to go off campus for dinner afterwards, and get back in time for a concert by the Trinity Pipes, scheduled for 9 pm in the Hartford Symphony Center.

**M 10/13**

General Information Meetings for Study Abroad: Those students interested in studying abroad for the Spring term 1984 or for any time thereafter should attend one of the General Information Meetings held weekly during the academic year. End of October meetings are as follows: Tues., Oct. 11th at 2:30 pm.; Wed., Oct. 19th at 10:30 am.; Tues., Oct. 25th at 10:00 am. Please obtain an information packet from Mrs. Noonan in Williams 118 before attending the meeting, and fill out and bring with you the sheet entitled "Information Form for Students Considering Foreign Study."

**T 10/14**

Auditions for the Jester's One Act Festival, Wednesdays 6:15-9:30 pm, and Thursday 8:00-10:00 pm.

**W 10/15**

Foreign Study Advising: Adham Loutoossi, the Student Assistant in the Foreign Study Office, is available for advising on Monday and Thursday mornings from 8:45 to 11:00. Please feel free to consult with her about foreign study programs, travel abroad and other related topics. If you cannot meet her during these hours, please leave your name, box number and telephone number with Mrs. Noonan, the Foreign Study Secretary, in Williams Memorial, Room 118 so that an appointment can be arranged.

**F 10/16**

Mr. Edward Mosawi, Founder and Director of INSTECH in London, will be visiting Trinity on Monday, Oct. 31st. Students interested in the program should check with the Office of Foreign Study Advising after mid-October for hour and place.

**S 10/17**

Institute of European Studies - Study Abroad Program: Mr. William Gaines of the Institute of European Studies will be available from 4:00-5:30 pm. on Oct.20th in the library's Walton Room to talk to students interested in any IES program abroad.

**M 10/18**

S.G.P.B.: Petitions for membership to the 1983-1984 Student Govt. Planning Board are now available at the Post Office. Petitions should have thirty signatures and completed petitions should be returned to Box 1026 by Oct. 11.

**T 10/19**

Mr. Paul Goodman, Chairman of the Executive Committee, in the Graduate School of Industrial Administration at Carnegie-Mellon University, will be on campus Saturday, Oct. 19th from 10:00-11:00 am. in Hallen Room 130 to speak to students interested in the Master's or PhD programs in Industrial Administration at Carnegie-Mellon. Interested students will find materials regarding the program in the Career Counseling Office.

**W 10/20**

The Greater Hartford Symphony Band (Jazz Ensemble), a concertizing, adult community organization announces its 10th season. Some openings are available for participation. Rehearsals are Tuesday evenings 7:30-9:30 at the Congregational Church Auditorium, 12 So. Main St., West Hartford. Contact the director, Hugh Desson, at 332-3250 or Albert Roosevelt Jr. (President) 529-5515.

**F 10/21**

Johnathan Pelto, Connecticut State Coordinator for Senator Gary Hart for President, will be speaking at a breakfast sponsored by the Hartford Dinner Club at 7:30 am. on Thursday morning in Hartford Country Club.

**S 10/22**

The French proficiency exam will be given on Saturday, October 22nd. The exam will be given only once this semester. It will be given again in the spring.

**M 10/23**

Interests in Asia: Our first meeting will be Wednesday, Oct. 5, at 7:00 pm, in LSC 137. Come with ideas. Committee heads will be elected so if you can't make it drop a note in Box 1752 or call 524-3959.

**T 10/24**

Second Quarter Physical Education Class Registration will take place the week of Oct. 10th through 14th. Held in the lobby of Ferry Athletic Center. From 9:00 am to Noon.

**W 10/25**

CLASSIFIED

Spanish Tutor: Private one and half hour classes taught from my Newington home. Individualized formats. $25 per class. Contact Caroline at 722-6480, days.

**F 10/26**
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Suggestions For Commencement Speaker

Due to the theft of the original "Suggestions for Commencement" box, some suggestions were not reprinted. If your copy of this piece is missing, please call the office to have it mailed to you.

Neam Chansky
Mullen Kundert
Jacob Timmermann
Bill Moyers
J.D. Salinger
Klaus Kinsky
Nancy Reagan

Correction In Dorm Rep. Listings

The name of the new dormitory representative for Boardwalk and Park Place was inadvertently left out of last week's article on student government. The correct name is William Smith, the election was unanimous.

Smith Digresses On Faculty Governance At Trinity College

continued from page 1

report of the ad hoc Trustee Committee on Faculty Governance has whistled a different tune. In May 25th letter to the Faculty and Administration, Trustee English wrote, "Given the clear intent of the Trustees in creating this process (not to involve the ad hoc Committee), it will be my normal practice, at least for now, to grant such requests, and, in doing so, I will believe I am not violating the spirit of box 1761 before this article was written last week's article on student government.

Bill Moyers
J.D. Salinger
Klaus Kinsky
Nancy Reagan

Academics Integral To Internships

continued from page 1

tured, a fact which "students find<br>disconcerting." If he has profes-<br>sional knowledge in the area of<br>the internship is in, he recommends<br>books, or has colleagues rec-<br>ommended books. In addition, he<br>only tells the student to on a thorough research player, keeping<br>in mind the aims of the topic of<br>the student. When he is doing this<br>a relationship with the Place-<br>ment Supervisor, the student's<br>advice is the one he needs at this<br>point. Smith believes that the gover-<br>nor's power lies in the control of<br>the situation of the same<br>"same process that's going on since<br>more or less the same." In terms of<br>Smith's view of the role of<br>the intern, Smith has clear views about<br>not others. About the internship, Smith says, "I don't have one anything to do. Traditionally, when students have an issue to<br>raise they do not approach the<br>SIGA which it bobbed down in<br>behind the scenes. When students want to<br>discuss an issue they usually, "gather in some room and decide what they are going to do." This<br>IPC's power has been usurped by the<br>administration who has turned a deaf ear to them. Smith's response to this is<br>that there is "no guarantee that the IPC can speak for itself as a forum." "Fraternities are here at<br>our pleasure," says Smith, "and<br>come and go at the discretion of<br>the administration." One other<br>question. Smith's view of the role of<br>the IPC is expressing a concern in student<br>life. Smith sees it, the question of<br>the welfare of the institution is<br>in Motion 2 is part of the "same<br>process that's going on since<br>more or less the same." In terms of<br>the student's power and the rights of<br>freedoms, Smith has clear views about<br>the role of student organizations. About the student, Smith says, "I have a<br>voice. Traditionally, when students have an issue to<br>raise they do not approach the<br>SIGA which it bobbed down in<br>behind the scenes. When students want to<br>discuss an issue they usually, "gather in some room and decide what they are going to do." This<br>IPC's power has been usurped by the<br>administration who has turned a deaf ear to them. Smith's response to this is<br>that there is "no guarantee that the IPC can speak for itself as a forum." "Fraternities are here at<br>our pleasure," says Smith, "and<br>come and go at the discretion of<br>the administration." One other<br>question. Smith's view of the role of<br>the IPC is expressing a concern in student<br>life. Smith sees it, the question of<br>the welfare of the institution is<br>in Motion 2 is part of the "same<br>process that's going on since<br>more or less the same." In terms of<br>the student's power and the rights of<br>freedoms, Smith has clear views about<br>the role of student organizations. About the student, Smith says, "I have a<br>voice. Traditionally, when students have an issue to<br>raise they do not approach the<br>SIGA which it bobbed down in<br>behind the scenes. When students want to<br>discuss an issue they usually, "gather in some room and decide what they are going to do." This

Academics Integral To Internships

continued from page 1

Fred Albee
Seymour Hersh
Sidney Lenz
Richard Schenker
Sally Reynolds
Kurt Waldheim
Andy Warhol
Dam Raker
Katherine Hepburn
Bob Newhart
Linus Paulson
Joan Rivers
Pres. Reagan
Eli Wallach
Toot Moriison
George Orwell
Russell Baker

ConnPIRG Returning<br>RAT To Trinity Campus

Continued from page 1

and should recognize that there are<br>limitless possibilities with which to<br>experience its new func-

tions. If imagination and deter-
mation are advised that the<br>place is capable of becom-
ing. Next to the above mentioned, many other new aspects of<br>Mather may prove extremely at-
ttractive. The enlarged and im-
proved dining and serving areas, better refrigeration, systems and<br>storage areas enable improved, more relaxed and gra-

Mather Construction Set To Be Finished Shorty
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How Will The New Academic Regulations Affect You?

by Philip Ailing
Contributing Editor

The new regulations will affect me in that I will not be able to become a part-time student. By the end of my seventh semester almost all of my credits will be completed. It would be a lot cheaper if I could be a part-time student and take only a couple of courses. Also, there should be more opportunity to select what courses to take. The add/drop deadline really rushes me.

Virginia Biggar (sophomore): "The new regulations will affect me in that I will not be able to become a part-time student. By the end of my seventh semester almost all of my credits will be completed. It would be a lot cheaper if I could be a part-time student and take only a couple of courses. Also, there should be more opportunity to select what courses to take. The add/drop deadline really rushes me.

How did you conceive of North Campus? "Before the moratorium was lifted here, I think that there has been a positive aspect to the housing changes. It must take a long time to do all that. Three. Three twelve-hour days!"

Do you feel you made a lot of mistakes this year? "No more than usual. When I first assumed this position in 1977, about 20% of the freshmen requesting housing changes. It must take a long time to do all that. Three. Three twelve-hour days!"

Do you feel you made a lot of mistakes this year? "No more than usual. When I first assumed this position in 1977, about 20% of the freshmen requesting housing

Interview With Tina Dow Reveals Stance On Many Aspects Of Freshman Housing

by Stephen Belon
Staff Writer

On Thursday, October 6, St. Anthony Hall and the Martin W. Clement endowed lecture series will host Joseph Verner Reed, U.S. Ambassador to Morocco. Mr. Reed will speak on the subject of United States foreign policy toward the kingdom of Morocco and the Western Sahara. Mr. Reed is a graduate of Deerfield Academy and Yale University. He previously held positions at the World Bank in Washington, D.C. and is a former Vice President of the World Bank.

The Ambassador was appointed by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed was nominated by President Reagan in October of 1981 and is currently serving a second five-year term. Mr. Reed did not have the results, but the Ambassador to Morocco.
Salisbury Discusses Significance Of Jet Incident

by Michael Whitston

The shooting down of a Ko-
rean Air Lines jet in Soviet air-
space occurred about one month
ago. Many questions about why
the incident happened still re-
main. The riddle of Flight 007
was the subject of a lecture by
Harrison Salisbury last Tuesday
night. Mr. Salisbury was the
Moscow correspondent for the
New York Times for much of
the Cold War period, and is a
noted Soviet specialist.

Deeming the episode "a very
serious international incident",
Salisbury attempted to explain
the Russian motivation behind
the slaughter. He claims that he
was not surprised that a plane
was shot down over Soviet
waters, as military jets flying over
the area have frequently been at-
tacked. What shocked him was
the fact that a commercial air-
liner was destroyed.

While it is not possible to know
the exact Soviet rationale behind
the incident, Salisbury hypothe-
sized that geographical location
played a key role. The Soviet
Union, he explained, has been
attacked by every nomadic tribe
at one time or another during its
history. He notes that the Rus-
sians have never made an apology
for any of their actions. The So-
 viet system severely punishes mis-
takes. Therefore, no one is willing
to acknowledge that a mistake
has been made. Andropov will
not question the incident because
to do so will only weaken his
own base of power.

In the past, military spy planes
from the U.S. have regularly
flown over the same area where
the Korean plane was shot down.
Many Russian military bases are
located in this region. Long range
missiles, as well as electronic sur-
veillance equipment, have been
built up along the desolate coast.
Therefore, any intrusion upon
this sensitive area will be con-
strued as an attack upon Soviet
defenses.

Salisbury then related the story
of a KAL jet which flew over
1000 miles into Soviet airspace
before being forced to land.
The repercussions of this incident
left the Soviets feeling vulnerable.
As a result, they made the decision
to strictly enforce their regula-
tions concerning violation of their
territory. Maps of the area warn
airplanes to stay clear.

Just why the Soviet military
Flights 007 flew so far into Soviet
airspace is still a mystery. It is
doubtful that the pilot was
aware that his plane was so far
off course. The Soviets claim that
they warned the Korean airplane
before they shot it down. However,
the only way to ascertain whether
the pilot actually heard the warn-
ings is to listen to the black box
which records all conversations
in the cockpit. So far, the
black box has not been found, and
Salisbury doubts that it ever will
be recovered. There is some skep-
tion concerning the Russians'
willingsness to reveal the black
box. If they do find it, Salisbury
described the whole affair as
"odd." No one is sure of exactly
what has been recovered so far.
The Soviets have released only a
few articles of clothing which
were found. The Americans and
Japanese parties have found little
more.

The National Security Admin-
istration is also withholding in-
formation of KAL controllers' tapes
from Anchorage have still not
been made public. Salisbury
said that he doubts they will ever
be. There is some concern about
the degree of American involve-
ment in the incident. Salisbury
noted that an American recon-
naissance plane was near the KAL
plane, and that the Soviets may
have been confused and thought
they were attacking the U.S. plane.
Rumors have been flying since
the incident occurred. Salisbury
spoke of a supposed connection
between the CIA and Korean Air
Lines. U.S. and Korean Intelli-
gence ties have been exaggerated.
U.S. Intelligence is reluctant to
reveal what they may know, be-
cause then the whole world will
know how advanced our "spying"
technology is.

Salisbury was asked how he
thought President Reagan should
handle the incident. He re-
ponded that Reagan would be
wise to follow Kennedy's exam-
ple and forestall a Cuban Missile
Crisis. Kennedy diplomatically
left a way for the Soviets to
withdraw without losing face.
Therefore, Salisbury recommends
that, especially since the Ameri-
can role in the KAL event has
not been acknowledged, the
U.S. should pursue the matter
to extremes. He admits that the
incident will not be ben-
efficial to U.S.-Soviet relations,
especially in nuclear arms talks.
In his lecture, Salisbury tried
to explain the Soviet mentality,
in order to make their side of the
argument more believable. In
the end, Salisbury said, it will be
impossible to know exactly what
went on during Flight 007. However, he added that the
whole situation should be hand-
led very carefully.

THE ST. ANTHONY HALL
HOME COMING
TRIATHALON
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1983
1/2 MILE SWIMMING
16 MILES BICYCLING
4 MILES RUNNING
REGISTRATION DEADLINE OCT. 28
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION
CONTACT BOX 1384, ATTEN: TRIATHALON
We're Watching . . .

Do all you students out there know just what's been going on around Trinity lately? We assume that despite Tripod coverage, many of you don't.

Did you know, for instance, that this past Saturday was the deadline for fraternities/sororities to submit their reports for exemption from sex-blind admissions? These requests have been submitted to the President; he alone has the power to grant or deny them.

According to a new Handbook addition, an organization (i.e., the frats) can gain exemption from rules against discriminatory policies if it has the affirmative vote of 75% of its members that that is their preference, and if it is able to "demonstrate to [the President's] satisfaction that its interests or activities require particular exclusions." The President, in his or her discretion, then has the choice of either allowing the organization Student Organizations" in the Student Handbook (the procedure by which "organized" student activities should be open to all students regardless of race.

The TRIPOD office is located in the basement of Jackson Hall. Of- _erings and letters to the Editor must be submitted by Friday 7:00-8:00 p.m. Telephone: 246-1829 or 527-3151, ext. 252. Mailing Address: Box 1310, Trinity College, Hartford, CT 06106.


ting hall are asked to sign up at the S.G.A. desk on Monday nights. The Student Government is on Fridays at 5:00 p.m. preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD; announcements and letters to the Editor must be submitted by Friday 5:00 p.m., and all other material must be in by Saturday 6:00 p.m.

The TRIPOD TRIPOD is written, edited and published entirely by the students of Trinity College. All material is edited and printed at the discretion of the editorial board. The deadline for advertisement is Thursday, 5:00 p.m. preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD; announcements and letters to the Editor must be submitted by Friday 5:00 p.m., and all other material must be in by Saturday 6:00 p.m.

The TRIPOD TRIPOD is written, edited and published entirely by the students of Trinity College. All material is edited and printed at the discretion of the editorial board. The deadline for advertisement is Thursday, 5:00 p.m. preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD; announcements and letters to the Editor must be submitted by Friday 5:00 p.m., and all other material must be in by Saturday 6:00 p.m.
"See You Next Schuechday!"

To The Editor:

It's about time someone made a move to eliminate unnecessary references to religion in our lives. I'm proud to see Trinity College taking the point on this mission. Since with one (or is it two?) fell sweat, a new, more popular nomenclature terms has been released from the subjugation to "Christmas" and "Trinity." I suggest we save in a larger scale. The days of the week in the English language are based on the names of the Romans. No one can argue by reductio ad absurdum that if you change a couple Christian words the names of the semesters at this school. I am now responding to David Gurliacci's letter in the last Tri.

To live in a world best suited for what we want, first of all we have to want a world best suited for what we are, and since we are not all Christian here we have to let go of the past. In other words, be unattached to the past, and maximize the potential for the present being a situation which is suited to all (faulty).

So much for Societal Buddha-ism.

Societal Buddhism and Mindless Conformity

To the Editor:

Two trips ago I advocated the secularization of the names of the semesters at this school. I am now responding to David Gurliacci's letter in the last Tri.

To make the above-mentioned idea a reality, I propose:

1. To live in a world best suited for what we want, first of all we have to want a world best suited for what we are, and since we are not all Christian here we have to let go of the past. In other words, be unattached to the past, and maximize the potential for the present being a situation which is suited to all (faulty).

So much for Societal Buddhism.

G. Asmus And The Stooges

Dear Larry, Moe and Curly,

First things first. When you sign your names get the sequence correct: First Larry, then Moe Curly. Try to use new-Larry, Moe and Curly. Now try it by yourself silently without moving your lips. OK, good. I hope you could do it.

Now down to second things second. As I indicated on the phone last night, cannons are out. I may not, cannot and more than that, need a place for a first-class pop gun or anything remotely resembling a weapon for any reason. You should know more than anyone that all it takes is a finger in the barrel and we end up with a fire and looking silly. I will, however, play the 1812 Overture in Mather and we can all contemplate and reflect on whatever we care to contemplate and reflect, in your case probably your navel. This event will take place after the renovation work on Mather is finished, and I will publicize the date. The duck pond will be in place for Saturday October 8 at 10:00 a.m. outside of the main quad. Oddly enough, another threensome will be there; Hazy, Douly and Louie.

I will open the Man's Center on the same day as the 1812 Overture is presented, probably at the same time. As I said over the phone, wood paneling is out of the question, but in an effort to comply I will give it a shot. I will provide you with a wet bar, a marble (or nearly marble) chess board, a plaque on the door, as complete a library as possible but no stuffed animal heads—a mouthwatering idea. Of course, particularly not at 10:00 a.m. I thought, I will work on a collection of heads.... Bring your own smoking jackets. There will be no girls; try to keep kids out of the building. Women, however, may be present at the gala opening.

Second, more things last! My demand: I want the brick and the jag and the notarized statements in the hands of a neutral party. Once that person is mutually agreed upon, (and by mutually I don't mean be very long between you and me, but mutually between you three yoo-yo and myself) when I see the brick, jag, et al. in his possession I will set in motion the plans for your meeting demands. Only what is given to you today under threat: I plan to think a capful on if you still work and/or if you can still find them) and can come up with someone I can trust. I will throw in a Mickey Mouse club just because I am feeling magnanimous. You can pick the date anytime in November. I'll even give a prize to the best trio of look-alikes. That's your chance to shine - chug the Duracells.

Tata for now.

As always our best,

W.G.A. & W.G.M.

Letters
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Letters

Let's Get Some Real Priorities

To the Editor:

Just as I was about to write a letter suggesting that to improve the quality of life on campus compulsory chapel attendance five weeks a week be implemented again, I read in the Tripped that someone was working on a new, descriptive term names of Christmas and Trinity.

Surely they jest. I always thought that Christmas and Trinity were already popular names. The semesters at this school are already popular in modern times (1983) or at least more popular 'neath the ashes. I am quite aware that the potential for the present being a situation which is suited to all (faulty). As usual our best,

Carolyn A. McDonough Trinity '82

Commentary

Why Isn't School A Matter Of Right?

by Elaine Stampul

As I was walking down the Long Walk the other day, I felt the potential for the present being a situation which is suited to all (faulty).

As usual our best,

Sincerely and with love,

Elaine Stampul

The Almighty Dollar

by Cynthia L. Bryant

Recently, I’ve noticed a new policy regarding Trinity buildings. The College has begun renting them to private groups in an effort to subsidize expenses. Trinity’s desire to open its doors to the community is admirable. Unfortunately, students are being excluded from these events by lack of interest and high prices. This is unacceptable. These building are operated by funds from students and parents. Where do they stop being educational facilities and become income-producing businesses? It is un-American.

Last week, I found out why that the Leah Cuisine Tennis Tournament was being held right under our noses— in Ferris Athletic Center—and nobody knew. Most students found out on the Channel 3 News. Those students who did discover the tournament were expected to pay full price. These were our tennis courts, not theirs, and we were the gatekeepers. A quality education of the kind that Trinity has to offer can be had for the fact that they’re privileged enough to be able to afford it. Am I always come down to lock or privilege? Why isn’t it a matter of right?

Obviously, Trinity can’t suddenly start giving out free education to the masses. But while we are rethinking its public education system, it should start rethinking its financial system. A well-educated society should be the first priority of any government. However, the current administration seems to be ignoring higher education and elementary education by encouraging the idea of “live and let live” in something which most of the population can’t afford. Our society is denying its citizens something which not only improves the quality of life, but which is a necessity for the good of society as a whole.

A quality education of the kind that Trinity has to offer can be had for any price—a very high price. Am I less deserving of this kind of education simply because my parents can’t afford to send me to Trinity? I’m not debating the virtues of financial aid, and I’m not saying that the Financial Aid Office isn’t doing its job; it wasn’t here. What I’m saying is that a basic requirement for a quality education is wealth, and it shouldn’t be. Institutions like Trinity must have standards for admission, but these requirements should be solely academic.

This will not occur until there is a radical change in the educational system of this country and in our economic and social systems—something which is very difficult to bring about. In which athletes are paid more than teachers. It is perhaps too radical a change for America. For the best we can do, then, is to improve what we have. If we can’t totally eradicate private educational institutions, let’s make the public ones better.
**Commentary**

### Iker and Phil Have a Problem: Nicaragua

by Ian McFadden

It is no secret to anyone that the U.S. covertly, or not, has been aiding the Honduran-backed rebels in Nicaragua against the Sandinista government. The reasons given are many and varied, but all of them center on the notion that the presence of an overtly leftist government in Central America is harmful to the U.S. "national interest," whatever or not the U.S. has the right to aid in the destruction of governments it dislikes. This dislike is not perceived to coincide with the "national interest," and, more importantly, just how the "national interest" is defined. It is fallacious to try to consider every possible form of government and its relationship to the U.S. in any general sense, so, for the sake of argument, let us assume that the U.S. has the right to work for the overthrow of "troto-bloc" regimes. Again, for the sake of argument, let us assume that this right is unilateral, that the U.S. has the right to work at the support of the Honduran "free- riders." In tandem with U.S. support for the Honduran "free- riders" revolved back to the decisions of native pop- ulations.

Finally, there is the fact that the Sandinistas have had a different tradition extending back decades. In 1970 Salvador Allende Cousens was elected President of Chile. A particularly peculiar idea that the Chilean people and not U.S. corporations should control their own resources led to an initiative that initiates a program to nationalize the copper industry. It is conceivable by this plan exerted pressure on the government that rules Chile to this day without the formality of elec- tions.

I take no pleasure in mentioning the commonplace that there are alternatives in the United States. If the U.S. policy is constitutional persuasion is always thought to coincide with the "real" interests of a given country's popu- lation. Let us assume that the central desire of the U.S. in its endeavors to establish and secure constitutional democracies. Car- tainly in Nicaragua there has been much talk of Sandinista op- pression and betrayal of revolution- ary principles and U.S. desire to see the Sandinistas. Unfortunately, U.S. commit- ment to democracy is rather more highly selective than this. Active support of democracy in the face of the oppressive regime in "friendly" countries like Iran, the Philippines, Brazil, and so forth makes U.S. support for the Sandinistas under the Santodas has not seen a top priority, finding itself at odds with U.S. interests. The government has gone so far as to overthrow nascent democracies like those of Guatemala (1954) and the Dominican Republic (1965), when U.S. "national inter- ests" need to be protected from the decisions of native pop- ulations.

The present Nicaraguan regime has the distinction of being one of the few communist governments in the modern world whose foundations were laid by American human-rights policy. The U.S. commitment to human rights, being hard-pressed by the Sandinistas, the United States supported President Carter made the clear and conscious choice to abandon the old re- gimes. And the Sandinistas, now supported by the numerous human-rights vi- olation perpetrated by that gov- ernment. Once Somoza had fallen, it was the United States that spent hundreds of dollars in aid for the infant government. Now, the Sandinistas, again for the sake of argument, let us assume that the right to work for constitutional democracies If we see words of our constitution to stand for something tangible then we cannot work for such constitutional democracies without the desire for political gain but we must also be able to justify our actions vis a vis the spirit of our beliefs.

If we do believe our construc- tion when it says that people do not have the right to decide for their own government and that this right extends to people outside the United States, then it becomes mor- tarily unacceptably to try and topple this Sandinista regime. When the U.S. President and the Congress try and claim that we cannot interfere in the workings of other nations we are claiming to say that they do not deserve our con- stitutional rights or that we are unable to impose our type of system upon other areas of the globe. However if we believe the second reason then in fact we are imposing an authoritarian's right upon the other nations of the world for no people have ever been able to set up a free system without the support of a major democracy.

Growing regimes is not something the United States has ever been a hobby of doing though we do like to try to impose our certain tools for trying such things. The whole point of democracy is to al- lote that in select instances we are dealing from a better pos- 

### The Spectator

by Martin Bill Cohn

Today's Topic: turn signals. I think we should get rid of them. Pretty crazy, right? You do not remember the last time you didn't see one? It was so scary that they grew out of your steering column and then purified. The car manufacturers put it there so you would tell people who you were going to make a right turn, and about an hour into the thing you were planning on switching the Sandinistas have im- ported thousands of Cuban, East European army advisors. They have assembled the largest and best equipped army in the region, an army whose capabilities go above and beyond any- thing necessary for self-defense. It was a key role in attempting to desta- bilize many of the United States allies in the region.

Clearly the United States has nothing to gain by maintaining the present regime in power by forcing it to accept it could eradi- cate Nicaragua as a base for the weapons that flow from Cuba to the different guerilla forces. The Sandinista regime would have been de- fended a foothold on the Amer- ican continent and the United States would have work-management, irreversibly its determination to use its power to back up its for- eign policy.

The great problem that exists with this political solution as it presents an immediate problem. The solution to a problem that is political in nature is not to brutish tra- ditional regimes as it does to constitutional democracies. Why which is of our society is truly inspired. Certainly in Nicaragua there has been much talk of Sandinista op- pression and betrayal of revolution- ary principles and U.S. desire to see the Sandinistas. As is usual in these instances, the political ques- 

### Cubby's Corner

by K.S. Kutisk

Man of the Week

In every age, there is one man who, like an Aryan among pygmies, stands out from his con- temporary and makes a fashion that even the criminally insane should look upon him as an earthy manifestation of the sublime. In 365 B.C. it was Alexander the Great and in 1937 it was 8-ball Joe Ma. It was Columbus in 1492 and Newton in 1657. It was Wal- do in 1912, and in 2011 it is Mackenzie in Cone in 1911, F.D.R. in 1945, and J.F.K. in 1960. And now, in 1983, let us meet the 8-ball Joe Ma, an old man in a giant green Nova with dents all over it is in the left-hand lane of an intersection. You are waiting for Mr. Joe Ma. You are waiting for him to pull over, to let him get on the right. I'm in the right-hand lane, happy to find someone using his headlights properly. My turn is to, get to the intersection, he turns. He turns right.

Later, I'm zooming down 84. Going to the movies. Doing about 60, 65. In the last lane. Pull up alongside some clown. Skinny little twerp of a guy. Got his hair greased back; he could be Barney Fife's kid brother. Got a big car, though. (Little men always drive big cars and chew huge cigars, like a nice cup of coffee and-)

He is zooming up to me, I'm waiting for him to pull over, to let me pass, to get to the intersection. I'm waiting for him to pull over. I'm waiting for him to get on the right. He turns right.

Thank you, dear.
Budget Committee Contacts

What follows is a list of Budget Committee funded groups and their new liaisons. If any of these groups needs emergency funding, they should contact the appropriate liaison. All groups will be contacted within the next ten days concerning their future budgets.

Budget Committee Auditing Assignments 1983-1984

Group 1: Mike Daffy Box 1081 WRTC
Bell Ringers
Tutoring
National Affirmation outings Club
Ultimate Frisbee

Group 2: Judy Dolnick Box 357
Men's Ski Team
Asia
Women's Ski Team
Psychology Club

Group 3: Kate Land Box 685
Contra PIRG

Transportation Comm.
Society of Women Engineers
Engineering & Computing
SCA
Hunger

Group 4: Jane Melvin Box 1832
SGFB
Senior Ball
Hill
Review
TWO
TAAP

Chapel Singers
Ivy Fencing

Group 5: Phillips O'Brien Box 1283
AIESEC
Atheneum
Dance Club
World Review
Christian Fellowship
Bantam Barbell
Amnesty Int'l

Group 6: Danny Barach Box 1548
TCB
TCBWO
Newman Apostolate


FoodFright Discusses Dangerous Disorders

continued from page 1
October 10, at 8:00 p.m., in Austin Arts Center's Goodwin Theatre. FoodFright is performed by Sarah Capozietti, Barbara Harrington, and Sarah D'Antonio, the show's writers.

Anorexia Nervosa is described as a serious, life-threatening disorder of deliberate self-starvation. The affected person is obsessed with the idea of eating food, but because of emotional problems, she denies her hunger and does not eat, and/or binges, then vomits or takes a laxative. Formation of anorexia begins with a 20%-25% loss of body weight, lack of menstrual periods, hyperactivity, distorted body image, food binges followed by fasting, vomiting, or using laxatives, excessive constitution, depression, loss of hair (head), growth of fine body hair, intolerance to cold temperatures, and a low pulse rate. Bulimia is a more complex syndrome, "exhibited by women who arbitrarily binge on food and then purge themselves by a combination of forced vomiting, fasting, laxative or amphetamine abuse. It differs from classic anorexia nervosa in that binge-ing is the major manifestation rather than starvation; however, the women invariably do both. The distinguishing feature of bulimia is regular binge-eating, followed by guilt and a compulsion to rid themselves of the hated food. Unlike the classic anorexic, bulimics are able to function within the confines of daily life, albeit with difficulty, and rarely require hospitalization." ("The Definition and Treatment of Bulimia Nervosa in College Women - A Pilot Study," by Martene Brekard-Lodha, Ph.D., Journal of American College Health Association, 27: 84-97, 1978.) Symptoms include incontinen binge eating, menstrual irregularities, swollen and inflamed salivary glands, frequent infections, heart irregularities, and often require hospitalization.

Tickets for FoodFright, October 10, at 8:00 p.m. in Austin Arts Center, are $1.00 or free, with student I.D. For more information, contact Lisa Iannone at 527-3151, ext. 459, or the Women's Center, located on the third floor of Math. Information for this article was supplied by Present Stage and the writers of FoodFright.

continued on page 12

Student Life, Urban Setting Examined By President

continued from page 1
of Greater Hartford. (Our) objective is to enrich the overall educational experience of students but also to serve the community in ways uniquely appropriate to an academic institution." To explore initiatives of this sort will require the addition of a senior administrator with experience which spans the academic, political, social service, and business worlds.

Administrative and Financial

Our ambitious plans will clearly test the College's administrative capacities and require substantial funding. For a financial plan we will need the results of several studies (but it is possible to sketch the major ramifications of our plans.)

1. Administrative staff. The College's administrative staff is generally regarded as lean and efficient although some modest fine-tuning will be helpful.

2. Long range planning. Our work indicates clearly the need for a body to conduct research and planning on a continuous basis for the guidance of the Faculty, the Administration, and the Trustees."

"I intend to enlarge and reconstitute this group (the Strategic Data Task Force) as an Advisory Committee for Long Range Planning to track the implementation of our current plans, initiatives and areas not addressed by our recent planning groups and endeavor to keep the entire College informed about important trends and developments."

3. Budgetary implications. Our present reserves can accommodate the rehabilitation of 234 New Britain Ave and 79 Vernon St.; the plan to assist faculty members with the purchase of personal computers; the refurbishing of four lounges for the Faculty Residence Hall Association."

"Much of the course development work proposed by Project I can probably be met from special foundation grants." The more ambitious proposals will have to be funded from three principal sources: higher charges; increased annual giving; and a capital campaign.

4. Capital Campaign. It is time to begin active planning for another campaign, to be announced probably in 1985.

5. Faculty Committee on Development. The final formulation of capital campaign plans would include active participation by the Faculty.

Implementation

"This synthesis of the various planning groups' recommendations sets forth a broad array of objectives, initiatives, and recommendations. Purely administrative (measures) can be promptly implemented. Most of the recommendations in the Curriculum and Faculty areas fall within the purview of the Faculty and will require its approval. I hope that most of the major decisions can be reached by next March or April. Some will require Trustee action."

James F. England, Jr.
August 30, 1983
Ogden's - Message Strong

by Mark Glancy
Staff Writer

Professor Hugh Ogden's poet-ry reading on Wednesday the 28th was direct, charming and incredibly insightful. The Poetry Club was packed with not only Trinity students, but a surprising number of members of the Hartford community.

Ogden approached the podium dressed in a style appropriate to his work—rolled-up sleeves, tousled hair, and an aura of comfort with his surroundings. The reading got off to a start when he delivered it in "the ground."

At first this left me with a faint impression of theatrics, but after hearing the absorbing poetry, I agree that no other classification could have been close. "The ground" is too strictly a literal term, but came to mean our society; it included all the elements thereof: experience, language and heritage.

Professor Ogden has the romantic philosophy that we should appreciate the smaller natural things in our lives. A good example of this was his poem "How I Clean the Kitchen Floor (As I Feel Good About It)." I find it unnecessary to review all the poems read that afternoon; there were at least 25 poems, all of which were well received by the audience with their art of thought and intensity of emotion.

The concluding piece, however, deserves honorable mention. Entitled Some Day, this work expresses the poet's hope for universal acceptance of his views. The poem had its genesis in Italy, where Ogden witnessed a funeral lead by an air-conditioned Messiah. Ogden feels that we have no need for this embellishment. The ideal funeral would consist of a group of friends standing in a circle, praising the departed loved one.

In these days of technological violence, Ogden's reading was a welcome breath of fresh air.

Mather: Misery and Strife

by Scott Weaver
Staff Writer

I believe that Mather Campus Center is a monument to illilluminism: cubes stacked one upon the other in a senseless array. From a historical perspective, brick and mortar have contributed nothing but misery and strife. Emerging, twisting, organic patterns suddenly derive, coagulating into undefined cubism; it is the supreme cop out. Where is the churning bass and the living chaos, "A Love Supreme"? The hollow clouds rap faster, while Mather vocally testifies to Anglo-American practicality.

I don't blame the contractors, the workers, or the architects; they are subject to the tides and currents of history as it inexorably rolls along, subsuming all in its path. Unnis envelopes the author.

Please suppress your rage over my comments. If you like, try simple rambles, at best incoherent blithering. However, I commend your rage; I deplore your passivity. We all struggle because it is us; it is Trinity College; it is nihilism. After all, it is so nice. Isn't it nice? I think it is so nice. Nice, nice, nice.

The Tyranny of History

The tyranny of history, not the malice of maniac, is responsible for the obliterated appearance of Mather.
Standing Stones Study Form, Texture

by Steven Brenman

The two pieces that comprise “Standing Stones” should really be viewed as one sculpture. They are both a study in the relationship between a plane and a curved shape which breaks it. The first version is more complete while the other offers only the elements which are necessary to construct the image. They differ also in their range of expression. The surface of the first piece ranges from highly polished to very roughly hewn. On the second work these variations have been refined to two textures. The use of color also differentiates the works; while one relies on the stratification of its dark media, the other adds vibrant yellow and lavender to a white surface. These variations on “Standing Stones” a success.

They invite the viewer to explore not only the works alone, but the way in which the two interact. Smith’s interest in texture, space and form overpowers any representational element these stones may possess. Although there will always be those who feel obliged to “understand” a sculpture, those who can appreciate the visual display without searching for a theme benefit most from the work at hand. It would not be surprising to enter Widener and find several students contorted into odd positions in order to get a new perspective. This exploration is the result of the exquisite combination of form and texture that offers a new vision with each viewing.

For those who missed John Smith’s display of his work, or are in search of more of it to complete their interest in texture, those who can appreciate the visual display without searching for a theme benefit most from the work at hand. It would not be surprising to enter Widener and find several students contorted into odd positions in order to get a new perspective. This exploration is the result of the exquisite combination of form and texture that offers a new vision with each viewing.

Standing Stones Study Form, Texture

by Anne Carol Winters

“Film is not a duplication of reality...the camera always lies. It transforms what it purports to reproduce.” With these words John Szarkowski expressed his personal conception of Film As A Visual Art, the title of his series of illustrated lectures being presented by The Friends of Art and The Department of Fine Arts at Trinity College.

Shepard began his series on September 26 with “A Vocabulary and an Introduction.” He defined film as “a series of artistic choices” made by the filmmaker in the construction of the image. Film contains four basic categories for analysis: mise en scene (French for placed in the scene), cinematography, editing, and sound. Shepard devoted his attention to the first three topics.

“The Cabin of Dr. Caligari,” “Singin’ In The Rain,” and Lawrence Olivier’s “Henry V” are as disparate examples of filmmaking as one could find. Shepard used the excerpts presented from these films as a springboard for his discussion of mise en scene. While “Caligari,” an early silent film, immediately sets the tone of an anxious “painting brought to life,” the exuberant music and movement in “Singin’ In The Rain” tell the viewer something very different. The latter film uses strong colors and bright lighting in helping to create a world within the film “in which conflicts are resolvable.” In contrast, Olivier’s version of the play “Henry V” attempts to reinstate the dignity of film the former movie mocked.

Cinematography, the next point of discussion, refers to framing, composition, lighting, perspective, etc. In short, it covers all of the technical aspects of the filming art. Shepard spoke of the many factors which come into play, including the duration of the shot, the camera’s movement, and the camera angle. One of the greatest examples of cinematography is Orson Welles’s “Citizen Kane.” The scene at the opera was cited by Shepard as one where the lighting conveyed the mood of total isolation for the unfortunate singer through the shadows cast by the reclining bodies of the stage areas. “M!” by Fritz Lang illustrated the ability of film to convey complex ideas with simple images. A young girl stands in front of a “wanted” poster. A shadow falls on it, and the victim is carried away.

While Judy creates dance, Naomi provides original accompaniment. For his final segment, on editing, Shepard first defined the term as the coordination of one shot with another in assembling a film. He outlined four areas of editing: cutting (forms juxtaposed), rhythm (duration of shots), spatial manipulation, and temporal manipulation. Serge Eisenstein’s “October” is the most famous “odessa steps massacre” sequence with wildly unrealistic but tremendously effective editing. Classic economy of editing is seen in the shower scene of “Psycho”! The slashing knife and the re-action of horror interspersed show the viewer a grisly killing. Hitchcock’s expressionist filming goes that scene its impact.

As an exciting evening of movies and witty talk, Shepard’s lecture series promises a thought-provoking look at film. Follow- ing the next lecture focusing on The Avant-Garde and Non-narrative Film, Shepard will examine “The Commercial Cinema” at 7:30 pm on October 12.
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YES, MRS. WINTHROPE... I THINK I KNOW WHY YOU'VE NEVER SEEN ANY OF YOUR QUESTIONS APPEAR IN "WALTER SCOTT'S PERSONALITY INK..."

BECAUSE WALTER SCOTT IS ACTUALLY A GAP IN L.A. CALLED SELF-SEEDER WHO SITS BEHIND A BANK OF HUGS QUESTIONS TO FIT HIS ANSWERS... RIGHT.

FOR DELICIOUS PIZZA AND HOT OVEN GRINDERS

CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE — IT WILL BE READY UPON YOUR ARRIVAL.

COME IN AND EAT IN OUR NEWLY EXPANDED DINING ROOM

ROAST BEEF & TURKEY BREAST GRINDERS

GREEK SALADS WITH CHOICE OF FETA OR MOZZARELLA CHEESE

CRAB MEAT SALADS AND DINNERS

287 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD
ACROSS FROM SOUTH CAMPUS
RICHARD STARON, PROP.


NEW CATALOG
POST OFFICE BOX 37000
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013

937 BEST SELLERS


NEW CATALOG
POST OFFICE BOX 37000
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013
First String.
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Football Shreds Hamilton

continued from page 16

Doonan. Freshman fullback Rich Nagy capped the Trin effort with a 78 yard touchdown run midway through the final quarter. Hamilton managed only 6 yards in rushing offense for the game. Farnham, an inside linebacker, was in perfect position to observe the line play. "Our front crushed them. I don't think I got in on a tackle until the third quarter. I didn't even get touched."

Helping the Bantam defense was the predictability of the Hamilton attack. The Continentals consistently ran the ballback to the side of the field where the tight end lined up. "They were somewhat a predictable team," noted Miller. "They have some inexperienced offensive linemen so they can't run a wide variety of plays."

The plays Hamilton ran didn't work and Trinity's plays did. It was that simple.

Women's X-C Third

continued from page 16

by Jim Yu

Sports Staff Writer

The women's cross country team continued their excellent season this week at the Amherst Invitational. In another strong performance, the Bantams placed third out of nine teams despite the absence of several key runners. Pat Adams, Melissa Anderson, and Alene Dobbert did not participate in Friday's race.

The runners again improved their times in the three mile run. "Most of the people had better times," said freshly runner, Alex Woodford. The Bants ran a fast race on a mostly flat course. "There was only one killer hill," noted Woodford.

Once again, Ann Malabre led the team, placing fifth overall. She was followed by Alex Seinet, Meredith Lynch, Erica Thorman, Woodford, and Nina Porter.

The Bants showed character and depth at the Invitational as they ran without several members of the team including a co-captain. Alex Woodford seems to be an important factor in the team's success, especially among the freshmen. Lynch and Woodford, both freshmen, had strong performances Friday.

The team is continuing to improve with each race. Coach John Keen. Friday's race was the Bants' best performance so far. Trinity will return to Amherst in two weeks for the NESCAC championship.

The Bantams' best race in history can claim such a record. The United States compiled an overall record of 74 races to 8 challenges. That is a success rate of over 90%. The Baltimore Orioles have won 95% of their games this year.

The closest the series came to winning was by somebody else was in 1920. Shamrock IV from Northern Ireland won two races out of the five race series. America defeated 15 British yachts in a single race around the Isle of Wight in 1851. That was before Americans were playing football. The Civil War was still a decade in the future. Queen Victoria was told that there was no second.

Spice And Spirit

In Cup Competition

continued from page 18

by John Fiske

So now they have it. The Australians have had the America's Cup for a week now. Congratulations. But now they bear the responsibility of defending the treasured trophy.

America defeated 15 British yachts in a single race around the Isle of Wight in 1851. That was before Americans were playing football. The Civil War was still a decade in the future. Queen Victoria was told that there was no second.

The next two games are crucial for the NIAC's. Not only do the Bants need to win, but they need to win by impressive margins.
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Shuts Out Holyoke

by Elizabeth Sobkov Assistant Sports Editor

You’ve heard it before, “winning isn’t everything, it’s how you play the game.” The truth of the matter is, often the clothes you wear to games can be all the difference between winning and losing. This is particularly apparent when the subject is college. In contrast, her older opponent, continually complained about it. It wasn’t that bad. I’m not going to go home and cry over it.”
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The women’s soccer team had a confidence building week, facing both arch-rival Wesleyan, on Tuesday, and Connecticut College, on Friday, to raise their record to 3-1. After the first ten minute overtime period ended, the game went into double OT. With fourteen seconds left in the period, Karen Orczyk scored on a breakaway against Victoria Arvanitis who headed it in, to win the game for Trinity 1-0. Orczyk, who was positioned on the right side of the field, executed a shot on goal, out of her reach. The women’s soccer team had defeated both arch-rival Wesleyan, on Tuesday, and Connecticut College, on Friday, to raise their record to 3-1.
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The women’s soccer team had a confidence building week, facing both arch-rival Wesleyan, on Tuesday, and Connecticut College, on Friday, to raise their record to 3-1. After the first ten minute overtime period ended, the game went into double OT. With fourteen seconds left in the period, Karen Orczyk scored on a breakaway against Victoria Arvanitis who headed it in, to win the game for Trinity 1-0. Orczyk, who was positioned on the right side of the field, executed a shot on goal, out of her reach. The women’s soccer team had defeated both arch-rival Wesleyan, on Tuesday, and Connecticut College, on Friday, to raise their record to 3-1.

Fifteen year old Carling Bassett played at Ferris this week in the Lean Cuisine tournament. Sheppard is expecting a dogfight. Shults is expecting a dogfight. Shults is expecting a dogfight.
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Racket Sports

Downs’ Late Score Gives Soccer Tie

by Stephen K. Gellman

The only score of the game; however, came 27:09 into the first period as Cutler smacked the ball off the head of WPI’s Amars Goncalves, into the cage with a double assist from Ginny Downs.
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Westfield came in second and said Coach Becky Chase before fully defended her first place title. 

The second quarter belonged to Shield and McNamara. The combo worked six times in the second quarter alone for 132 yards and helped build a 17-0 lead. Ned (24) scored on a two yard run and Chris Caskin booted a 23 yard field goal with 6:31 remaining in the half as the Bantams led 17-0.

Hamilton then mounted its only sustained drive of the afternoon and went 80 yards on the touchdown following Caskin’s field goal and the point conversion failed. With only 1:31 to go, Trinity might have sat on the ball and taken the 1-point lead to the locker room but they didn’t, “We figured they’d be hanging back and than we’d have a shot at setting up a field goal,” explained Shield.

The Bants did one better starting at their own 37, Trinity traveled 63 yards for the score on three completions and McNamara’s best catch of the day as the junior leaped high in the left-corner of the end zone to grab Shield’s throw and somehow managed a good foot in bounds. The defense played a solid first half and came up with two point conversions and interception led to Danny Tingle’s day, with five seconds left in the third quarter, and gave Trinity a 38-12 lead.

Chase Slaughter won the State tennis tourney for the second year in a row.

Chase Slaughter won the State tennis tourney for the second year in a row.

Sports

Men’s X-Country Third in Amherst Invitational

Michael Swierc Sports Staff Writer

The men’s cross country team showed marked improvement in last Friday’s meet at Amherst. The Bants placed third out of five teams with a total score of 66. Wesleyan came in first to lead Trinity with a score of 30. Westfield came in second and Amherst was fourth, leading to Trinity’s third place finish. Fifth place went to Eastern Connecticut.

David Barry came in first for Trinity, placing fifth out of approximately 20 runners. His time was 24:50. Steve Klos followed Barry to come in 17th with a time of 27:29. Third place finisher was third for Trinity; Woods Fairbanks was fourth, and Joe Wire was fifth for Trinity.

Steve Tall also improved, and Kelly feels that Tall will improve even more now that Tall can devote more time to practicing. Gary DeMarco was suffering from a rather bad case of shin splints and will be on the injured list for the next two weeks. After the meet, Kelly said, “We got a little bit better each meet.”

Barry plans to keep on the team to attack more from the outer flanks and the strategy so far, this hope is still quite feasible. Wesleyan appears to be too strong this year for the Bants (the Cardinals have finished ahead of the Bants the last two meets). 

A major problem is that the team has not been able to portray their best performance. The Bants will travel to Western Connecticut College for their next meet on Saturday.

The first place finisher belonged to Shield and McNamara. The combo worked six times in the second quarter alone for 132 yards and helped build a 17-0 lead. Ned (24) scored on a two yard run and Chris Caskin booted a 23 yard field goal with 6:31 remaining in the half as the Bants led 17-0.

Hamilton then mounted its only sustained drive of the afternoon and went 80 yards on the touchdown following Caskin’s field goal and the point conversion failed. With only 1:31 to go, Trinity might have sat on the ball and taken the 1-point lead to the locker room but they didn’t, “We figured they’d be hanging back and than we’d have a shot at setting up a field goal,” explained Shield.

The Bants did one better. Starting at their own 37, Trinity traveled 63 yards for the score on three completions and McNamara’s best catch of the day as the junior leaped high in the left corner of the end zone to grab Shield’s throw and somehow managed a good foot in bounds. The defense played a solid first half and came up with two point conversions and interception led to Danny Tingle’s day, with five seconds left in the third quarter, and gave Trinity a 38-12 lead. Finally, Farnhams fourth quarter interception led to Danny Tingle’s first career touchdown pass, a four yard pass to Mike...